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About This Game

Caution!
This game is made by RPG Maker, so the engine's exclusive feature is available as shown below.

If you want to take a screenshot using Steam Overlay feature, please change the key to the key other than F12.

F12: Reset the game

Alt+Enter: Full screen / Window mode

From indie-game award winning LaboGameStudio comes its first shareware Action Horror Adventure game!

Ever since the war ended, the island has been slowly re-consumed by nature.
Try as we might to keep our regrets in our memories, the choices and events of the past don't just disappear.

Having been sucked into an alternate world where the relics of war are now living, breathing creatures, our heroine must get
around these monsters and, along with her companion, find a way back to their world...

Game Features

A fully panned out script with rich characters and multiple endings

Detailed Pixel art drawn from 3D rending that helps create a well made mix of immersion and presence.

Music composed using the next generation virtual sound instrument, Vienna Symphonic Orchestra, enhancing the
atmosphere.

The concept of this game is "experience of sympathy".

What makes a game resonate with players?
What makes a game heartfelt?

In pursuit of these goals LaboGameStudio weaves within its games touching characters, detailed graphics, beautiful music, and
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climactic stories into a deep memorable experience.

As the indie scene in Japan starts to explode, LaboGameStudio strives to make games that standout and really make you think
"This game was definitely worth playing".

The studio strives to create more and more games that will hopefully embed such a lasting impression on their players.
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Title: MEMENTO
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
CreateLab
Publisher:
AGM PLAYISM
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2016
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English,Japanese
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Great card game with good replayability and nice progression system.. I'm a Chinese guy, I have only a few interest in Kongfu
or Wushu, but I love this OST.
PERFECT.. DO NOT BUY. Do not support terrible publishers out for a cash grab. This is simply a ScummVM release, which
would be fine if they used a version that eliminates bugs (the newer version of ScummVM plays this without the mouse jumping
cursor issues). This clearly wasn't even tested, nor did they take the extra day to add in Steam cards and emotes, achievements,
art, music, wallpaper, etc. Fans waited since Steam or GOG launched for this game to arrive on one of the two platforms and
when it finally becomes exclusive to Steam, we get a simple emulator with nothing extra. The actual fix for this game is to
update the emulator. At that point, you might as well just download the game for free yourself elsewhere. Junk and the publisher
should give the rights to this game up, as they don't deserve it.. This game is so creepy but it has such a great story that you just
have to keep playing.. Very good game try it... It's a nice game, for sure.
The gameplay is interesting and deep, and the multiplayer aspects keep it nice enough to keep it around in your library for a
longer time.
The combat system is interesting for sure, especially if you like micro-managing as much as I do.
Point is, while the game itself is very interesting, it has slightly outdated graphics.
While this is perfectly fine if you like Diablo 1-styled graphics, I personally dislike those type of graphics.
Especially because, for some odd reason beyond my knowledge, it's incredibely demanding for my PC (Intel i5, 4 GB RAM,
Geforce 920M, so it shouldn't be so difficult for my pc ._.)
However, if you like turn-based micromanaging combat with graphics in between Diablo 1 and Tibia, then this game is
definitely for you!
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its Persona 5. awesome game. I'm not going to sugarcoat this the game plays like♥♥♥♥♥and when using a controller the
buttons aren't mapped right you even have to use the left stick to navigate the menu even if you use a xbox controller the inputs
are displayed as playstation inputs in the end I had to plug my ps4 arcade stick in to make it somewhat playable. If your new to
guilty gear just skip this your not going to miss anything. Great game then, great game now... was always more realistic,
dramatic, and gritty in a sense compared to MOH and COD at the time... Single player was good. But sadly the multiplayer was
my favorite part. they removed the servers i guess... and changed the multiplayer completely after this one. It was truly one of a
kind... Please bring back the multiplayer servers!. While this game is far from perfect, it was certainly fun to play through. I am
disappointed their won't be a second one.. This game is possibly the worst game I have ever played. Here's why:
1) way too short (more like a demo than a game)
2) the enemy AI is an idiot
3) enemy AI has a lisp
4) enemy AI only sees you when you're in front of them, even if you've just shot his partner next to him
5) no crouching control
6) "survive the cave"? Hahahahahahahahahahahahahaha all 4 "zombies"

Do not get this game!

Enter the Gungeon's Supply Drop - Out Now:

https://youtu.be/rKf7kzaGe80

The Enter the Gungeon’s Supply Drop Update adds nearly 200 new rooms to the Gungeon that include new weapons, enemies,
companions, bosses, and shrines for even the most seasoned Gungeoneer. Players will come across new guns like the Bullet Gun,
a gun shaped like a bullet that shoots guns and those guns shoot bullets, and new companions like Ser Junkan who gains strength
and power as you carry more and more literal junk with you through the Gungeon. Elite gunslingers will also be able to tackle
unique pasts for both Robot and Bullet and an all-new boss – the Mine Flayer!

More details on updates here: http://steamcommunity.com/app/311690/discussions/0/143388511230666244/

33 New guns and items
7 New enemy types, including Keybullet Kin
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New third floor boss, the Mine Flayer
Pasts and alternate costumes for both secret characters
Save and Quit at the end of each floor
A new NPC, Challenge Mode, shrines, a new companion, and more!
Numerous bug fixes, item balancing, and quality of life improvements

EDIT: Hotfix for the Bullet's past issue is live now! Title screen should say "1.1.0 h1". Early Access Version 1.2.1 Released:
•Upgrade interface is now improved and more practical
•Locked target navigation added to player hud
•The stats in the Upgrade main interface are detailed
•Multiple memory leaks have been fixed, in-game actors have been optamized; the speed of starting to the game has been
increased and the crash problems caused by lack of memory have been fixed.
•Sound optimization has been made, the problem of stopping sounds during the game is solved.

The following bugs are fixed;

•Drone Thief mission bugs fixed
•Ser-Guda/Lerisa mission bugs fixed
•New Plan/Bank robbery mission bugs fixed
•Connecting to Outpost bugs fixed
•The interaction speed bugs fixed for “Dart” ship
•The loots are optimized at Wormholes
•Some visual bugs fixed
•Some mission related bugs fixed.
•Some translation bugs fixed.
. Viking Sisters released!:
Hurry up to get additional discount on Viking Sisters!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1074340/Viking_Sisters/. Death Toll is now Free To Play:
We have decided to make the game free to play. I hope you enjoy it.. Help Needed: Forum Moderators:
I am looking for help to moderate the cesspool we call home. If you are active on the forums, or even wish to become active,
maybe the moderator position is for you.

http://steamcommunity.com/app/346120/discussions/0/217691032438902888/

Edit: Moderators have been selected. Thank you for applying.
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